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Time-Domain Identification
of Synchronous Generator
Transfer Functions
The design of a robust frequency converter controller for high dynamic performance
synchronous generator requires an accurate dynamic model of the electromagnetic
In this paper, a new procedure for identifying the transfer functions of Park’s dq-
model of a synchronous generator has been developed. It will be shown that the p
eters of this model can be easily identified from standstill time-domain data. The va
of the theoretical model has been verified by comparing time-domain simulations
measurements taken from the Lagerwey LW-50/750 direct-drive synchronous gener
can be concluded that a consistent model estimate of the electromagnetic part
LW-50/750 generator has been obtained. Ultimate validation, however, will follow a
the implementation of the designed frequency converter controller in this wind turb
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1510136#
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1 Introduction
Recent advances in power electronics applied to wind turb

have drawn the attention to turbines which possess the abilit
continuously vary rotational speed with the wind velocity, a
though worldwide they are still outnumbered by constant ro
tional speed wind turbines. Constant speed operation has not
the choice of wind turbine designers, but rather a neces
brought about by the fixed relationship between the speed of
AC generators and the fixed utility grid frequency. The two ma
advantages of variable speed operation over constant speed o
tion are additional energy capture at partial load and poten
reduction of fatigue loads.

Fatigue load reduction is the most important and undere
mated advantage of variable rotational speed operation. O
ously, it requires high bandwidth control. The bandwidth of t
active blade pitch system is, in general, too small to achieve
tigue load reduction. As a result, pitch control has to be used
follow minute-to-minute fluctuations in aerodynamic power, wh
the electromechanical torque control will focus on fatigue lo
reduction.

The design of such a robust frequency converter controller
high dynamic performance requires that the~synchronous! gen-
erator model parameters are known accurately. In principle, s
chronous machine parameters may be determined either from
sign calculations or from measurements acquired at the factor
on site. For high dynamic performance control, however,
former approach is inadequate. A primary goal of this paper i
address the latter issue.

Many papers have been published on synchronous machin
rameter identification@1–6# ~and references therein!. Most papers
address standstill frequency response~SSFR! methods following
the protocols of IEEE Standard 115-1995@7#. This standard fo-
cuses on identifying equivalent circuit parameters rather than
transfer functions. A few papers address methods of identify
the parameters from time-domain data. In both cases, the pa
eter estimation process generally consists of two parts. First,
time constants are extracted by applying a curve-fitting proced
to measured data. Next, the equivalent circuit parameters are
termined by solving a set of nonlinear equations through num
cal optimization. The weakness of this approach is that the o
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of the model must be known before the parameters can be d
mined and that numerical optimization is a process fraught w
numerical difficulties@8#.

In this paper, a new procedure is developed~using ideas from
Touhami et al.@5#! for identifying the transfer functions of Park’
dq-axis model of a synchronous generator from time-dom
standstill step-response data. The contribution of this paper is
Park’s dq-axis model equations are rewritten such that a mo
structure arises that can be easily translated into a simula
scheme. The order of the rational transfer functions is not fix
but is determined by the data. The combination of identifyi
rational transfer functions and a high signal-to-noise ratio res
ing from a standstill test offers the possibility to analytically d
termine the model parameters. That is, the identification proced
does not require good initial parameter values.

The resulting model is intended to be used for the design o
~robust! frequency converter controller that maximizes the ene
capture while minimizing the fatigue loads of a wind turbine. T
newly developed identification procedure will be applied to
750-kW direct-drive synchronous generator implemented in
Lagerwey LW-50/750 wind turbine. This paper does not addr
the problem of saturation because the generator under in
tigation does not exhibit saturation under normal operat
conditions.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 treats
topic of synchronous generator modeling. Next, in Section 3
new identification procedure will be presented. In Section 4,
developed identification procedure is used to identify the dyna
behavior of the Lagerwey LW-50/750 generator. Section 5, p
sents the conclusions and recommendations of this paper.

2 Synchronous Generator Modeling
The aim of this section is to set up a theoretical model o

synchronous generator suited for both time-domain simula
and model based control design. In essence, there are two as
of a synchronous generator that need to be modeled,viz. the~elec-
tro!mechanical and the electromagnetic part. The mechanical
can be modeled using the techniques outlined in Molenaar@9#. In
the present paper, we will restrict ourselves to the dynamic m
eling of the electromagnetic part.

From a modeling point of view, all synchronous generato
have similar representations. They differ only with respect
some model parameters. Because the round-rotor synchro
generator is a special case of the salient-pole rotor synchron
generator, we will treat only the latter for an arbitrary number

,
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pole-pairsp. Figure 1 depicts a salient-rotor synchronous gene
tor with only one pole-pair (p51). The machine has the usu
three stator windings, each 120~electrical! degrees apart. The sta
tor windings are star connected. The rotor has one accessible
cuit, the field or excitation winding, and two sets of inaccessi
circuits, called damper windings. Damper windings are real
fictitious windings that can be used to represent, for example,
damping effects of eddy currents in the machine. In Fig. 1, o
damper winding is located along the direct-axis, and one along
quadrature-axis~represented byc1d andc1q in Fig. 1!. When the
DC excitation of the field winding is provided by permanent ma
nets, the field windings can be replaced by fictitious ones carry
constant field currents.

According to Park@10,11#, the voltage equations of an idea
synchronous generator~i.e., linear magnetic circuit and stato
windings are sinusoidally distributed along the stator circumf
ence! in thedq reference frame are given by~using generator sign
convention for the stator circuits!:

ud52Rsi d2vecq2
d

dt
cd

uq52Rsi q1vecd2
d

dt
cq (1)

2uf52Rfi f2
d

dt
c f

with ud the direct-axis voltage@V#, Rs the stator-winding resis-
tance@V#, i d the direct-axis current@A#, ve5due /dt the electrical
angular frequency@rad/s#, cq the quadrature-axis winding flux
@Vs#, t time @s#, cd the direct-axis winding flux@Vs#, uq the
quadrature-axis voltage@V#, i q the quadrature-axis current@A#,
uf the field-winding voltage@V#, Rf the field-winding resistance
@V#, i f the field-winding current@A#, and c f the field-winding
flux @Vs#.

A few observations can be made. The most important on
that Eqs.~1! are coupled via the fluxes. In addition, they depe
on the electrical angular frequencyve , thereby introducing non-
linearities.

The fluxes are given by

Cd~s!5Ldo~s!I d~s!1Ld f o~s!I f~s!

Cq~s!5Lq~s!I q~s! (2)

C f~s!5L f do~s!I d~s!1L f o~s!I f~s!

with s the Laplace operator,Cd,q, f the Laplace transformed
fluxes, I d,q, f the Laplace transformed currents, andLdo(s),

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of an elementary three-
phase, two-pole synchronous generator
420 Õ Vol. 124, NOVEMBER 2002
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L f do(s)5Ld f o(s), Lq(s), L f o(s) proper transfer functions~i.e.
lims→`L(s) is a finite~zero or non-zero! constant! which depend
on the design of the generator. The aforementioned tran
functions are often referred to in the literature asoperational
inductances.

A few comments have to be made. For a finite number
damper windings, the aforementioned transfer functions can
expressed as a ratio of polynomials ins @12#. Furthermore, in his
original paper R. H. Park used the non-power invariant transf
mation to transform the stator quantities onto thedq reference
frame that is fixed to the rotor. In the above derivation, we ha
used the power-invariant version in order to ensure that in b
reference frames the same power expressions are obtained. I
dition, he used motor sign convention for the stator circuits.

The dynamic behavior of an ideal synchronous generator is t
fully described by the sets of Eqs.~1! and~2! expressed in thedq
reference frame. For time-domain simulation purposes, it is c
venient to rewrite the first set of equations in the following for

cd52E ~ud1Rsi d1vecq!dt

cq52E ~uq1Rsi q2vecd!dt (3)

c f5E ~uf2Rfi f !dt

with the fluxes as state variables. The aforementioned rotor
equations can be conveniently expressed in matrix form

FCd

C f
G5F Ldo~s! L f do~s!

L f do~s! L f o~s!
G•F I d

I f
G (4)

It can be easily shown that the inverse transformation is given

F I d

I f
G5 F L f o~s! 2L f do~s!

2L f do~s! Ldo~s!
G

Ldo~s!•L f o~s!2L f do
2 ~s!

•FCd

C f
G (5)

Fig. 2 Block diagram of an ideal synchronous machine at
standstill
Transactions of the ASME
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In addition, it can be shown that the denominators ofLdo(s),
Ld f o(s), L f do(s), andL f o(s) are identical. Consequently, the d
nominators in the above matrix equation are identical. The
sulting block diagram is depicted in Fig. 2 for the standstill ca
~i.e., ve50).

Obviously, for simulation as well as control design purpos
accurate information about the transfer functionsLdo(s), L f do(s),
Lq(s), and L f o(s), as well as the resistancesRs and Rf , is
required.

3 Parameter Identfication
Synchronous machine identification and parameter determ

tion can be performed either during normal operation~i.e., on-
line!, or during specially designed identification experiments~i.e.,
off-line!. Each approach has advantages as well as disadvant
For example, in the on-line case the measured input-output
reflect the actual operating conditions. A disadvantage is that
not possible to manipulate the input signals arbitrarily in order
obtain the best identification results. This implies that the infl
ence of the operating conditions on the~accuracy of the! identified
parameters has to be carefully analyzed. Off-line tests, on
other hand, require that the machine under test has to be take
of regular operation; an action that might be inappropriate or e
impossible.

Off-line identification experiments have been used for deca
to identify electrical machine parameters. Two concepts are c
monly used: running machine or standstill. Standstill tests are v
attractive from a practical viewpoint—if it is permissible to tak
the machine out of operation—because driving the machine o
creates serious complications of the measurement set-up@13#.
Furthermore, the measured signals will have good signal-to-n
ratios due to the absence of disturbance signals~electromagnetic
interference!. All standstill tests reported in literature are vari
tions on the same concept, they mainly differ in the kind of e
citation signal applied~i.e., step, ramp, sinusoidal, or rando
excitation!.

The standstill test concept is preferred because there is no
teraction between the direct and the quadrature axis. Using
observation, it can be concluded that the parameter identifica
for both axes may be carried out separately. In practice, zero
erator speed can be enforced by mechanically locking the r
during the experiments.

In addition, there are a few important practical demands
selecting a technique for the identification and parameter dete
nation of the Lagerwey LW-50/750 generator considering the
that the generator has already been installed in the nacelle at a
50 m above the ground level. First of all, the measureme
should have low power consumption. Secondly, the test eq
ment should be compact, and finally, the measurement t
should be limited~i.e., ,1 day!.

Before selecting the most appropriate standstill test, we
first highlight the most important aspects of both the quadratu
axis and the direct-axis identification.

A Quadrature-Axis Identification. The dynamic behavior
of the quadrature-axis of an ideal synchronous generator is f
described by the transfer functionYq(s) in Fig. 2. From the block
diagram it directly follows that

Yq~s!52
I q~s!

Uq~s!
5

1

Rs1s•Lq~s!
(6)

For the identification ofYq(s), knowledge of the quadrature-ax
voltageuq(t) and currenti q(t) is thus both necessary and suf
cient. It will be shown below that these quantities can be ea
derived from three measurable variables,viz. the stator voltages o
the b andc phase (ub(t), anduc(t), respectively!, and the stator
currenti c(t).

An appropriate rotor position for quadrature-axis identificati
is the one when the field winding axis is parallel to the a-ph
Journal of Solar Energy Engineering
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winding ~i.e., ue50, seeFig. 1!. In addition, if in this position the
stator b–c terminals are excited while thea-terminal remains
open~i.e., i a50), it follows thati b52 i c . Furthermore, it can be
concluded from symmetry considerations thatua5

1
2(ub1uc).

Substituting the above results in the equations for the tra
formed stator voltages and currents

uodq5Todq•us

iodq5Todq• is

where

uodq5@uo ud uq#T

us5@ua ub uc#
T

iodq5@ i o i d i q#T

andTodq the Park’s power-invariant transformation matrix,

Todq5A2

33
1

&

1

&

1

&

cos~ue! cosS ue2
2

3
p D cosS ue1

2

3
p D

sin~ue! sinS ue2
2

3
p D sinS ue1

2

3
p D 4

gives

uq5
1

2
&~uc2ub! ud50

i q5& i c i d50 (7)

Finally, theq-axis parameters~i.e., Lq(s) andRs) are deduced
algebraically from the transfer functionYq(s).

B Direct-Axis Identification. The dynamic behavior of the
direct-axis of an ideal synchronous generator is fully described
the transfer function matrixYd(s) betweenud , uf and i d , i f in
Fig. 2. In this case, an appropriate rotor position is the one w
the field winding axis is perpendicular to the a-phase wind
~i.e., ue5

1
2p, seeFig. 1!. After all, it can be easily shown that fo

ue5
1
2p it follows that

ud52
1

2
&~uc2ub! uq50

i d52& i c i q50 (8)

In principle, the elements of Eq.~5!, viz. Lf o(s), L f do(s), and
Ldo(s), can be identified using data acquired from two indepe
dent measurements, namely one with excitation of the quadrat
axis voltage while the field winding is left open and one when
field winding is short-circuited@13#. Combining the resulting
transfer functions gives the required 232 transfer function ma-
trix. Due to the finite-precision arithmetic of a computer, howev
this will result in an ill-conditioned matrix.

One way to overcome this problem is to identify the MIM
~multiple-input-multiple-output! transfer function between the
fluxescd , c f and the currentsi d , i f assuming that bothRs andRf
are known. Recall that the stator winding resistance is kno
from the quadrature-axis identification. One possible way to
termine the field winding resistance is by a stepwise excitation
uf and measuringi f . Subsequently, dividing the steady-sta
value ofuf by the the steady-state value ofi f givesRf .

Neither the direct-axis winding fluxcd , nor the field winding
flux c f , however, can be measured in practice. Conversely, th
variables can be generated by integration of Eq.~3! with the ud ,
uf , i d , and i f acting as input. Analogous to the quadrature-a
identification, the latter variables can be deduced from the th
measurable variablesub , uc , and i c .
NOVEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 421
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C Standstill Test „Excitation Signal… Selection. It is
straightforward to understand that the character of the input si
that is applied during the experiment highly determines
amount of relevant information that is present in the data.
example, applying a constant input signalu(t)5c, tP~2`,¯ ,
1`! ~c a constant! to the generator will not result in an outpu
signal that contains any information on the dynamics of the s
tem. Observe that in this case only static behavior can be uniq
determined. Consequently, in order to extract sufficient inform
tion from measured data concerning the dynamics, conditi
have to be imposed on the character of the input signal.

In the derivation of Eqs.~1! and ~2!, a linear magnetic circuit
was assumed. Due to hysteresis and saturation, however, the
tionship between the currenti and fluxc is nonlinear. As a result
the kind of excitation signal as well as the values of the curre
during the measurements influence the identified slope of the
teresis loop@14#. Figure 3 shows two exaggerated hystere
loops. The minor loop, which is symmetric with respect to t
origin and has a smaller overall slope than the full loop, is tr
eled by small sinusoidal~as in the SSFR test! and random excita-
tion signals. The only way to force the slope of the minor loop
approximate that of the full loop is to use large excitation sig
amplitudes. Obviously, this requires special test equipment wh
in conflict with our practical demands.

The slope of step or ramp excitation signals with the init
magnetic state fixed on the low boundary of the hysteresis l
~location R in Fig. 3! by preliminary magnetization of the mag
netic circuit, on the other hand, coincides with the full loop slop
In addition, while a complete SSFR test requires a long period
time, the step- or ramp-response test can be performed in a
short time period@2#. Consequently, step or ramp excitation si
nals are preferred over small sinusoidal and random excita
signals for our intended model use. The step excitation signal
be easily generated by switching on a a low-power DC voltage
source~e.g., an ordinary car battery!. That is, it has the advantag
of not requiring any special test equipment. Consequently, s
response testing may be more practical for obtaining parame
for installed synchronous machines. Summarizing, based on
the excitation requirements and the practical demands, a s
response test seems the most appropriate test among the sta
tests for the identification and parameter determination of the
gerwey LW-50/750 generator.

Step-response tests are proposed by, e.g., Boije et al.@1#, by
Keyhani et al.@2#, and by Vleeshouwers@13#. The measuremen

Fig. 3 Full and minor hysteresis loop „width of loop is exag-
gerated … with approximate slope „dashed-dotted line … and R:
initial magnetic state
422 Õ Vol. 124, NOVEMBER 2002
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set-up as well as the experimental procedures are similar in
aforementioned step-response tests. In all cases, a sudden
voltage is applied across two of the stator terminals with the ro
positioned in thed or q axis. In contrast, the way the parameter
are identified is quite distinct. For example, Keyhani et al. obta
initial values for the maximum-likelihood estimation by first ap
plying a curve-fitting procedure to measured data. Subsequen
the maximum-likelihood estimation algorithm is used to identif
the d andq axis transfer function model parameters. Vleeshouw
ers, on the other hand, transforms the measured time-domain
first to the frequency domain and after that identifies the trans
function model parameters using a maximum-likelihood~ML ! es-
timator. We have decided to follow the well-documented proc
dures of Vleeshouwers’modified step-response test~MSR! to gen-
erate the time-domain data. For identifying the transfer function
however, we developed a new, straightforward procedure us
the aforementioned variables.

4 MSR Test Applied to LW-50Õ750 Generator
In the previous section, the modified step-response~MSR! test

turned out to be most appropriate for synchronous machine id
tification and parameter determination. In this section, the MS
test will be used to identify the transfer functionYq(s), the
MIMO transfer function between the fluxescd , c f , the currents
i d , i f and the resistancesRs andRf of the Lagerwey LW-50/750
generator. This generator is a 750 kW, directly driven~or low-
speed!, salient-pole rotor synchronous generator. The power
generated in two star connected three-phase systems. A rectifie
the tower base converts the three-phase alternating currents to
1100V DC of the DC-bus. Adjacent to the rectifier, is an inverter
which converts theDC to 690V AC 50-Hz of the utility grid.

A Measurement Set-Up. Figure 4 shows a schematic of the
measurement set-up. The whole set-up has been installed in
nacelle at about 50 m above the ground level. The step-like ex
tation signal is generated by switching on a low-powerDC voltage
source~i.e., a 12V battery!. The battery is connected to theb and
c stator terminals of the synchronous generator~SG!. A thyristor
is used for the switching. A thyristor is preferred over a mechan
cal switch because it eliminates the problem of bouncing@13#.
Furthermore, the machine parameters are identified at amb
temperature~20°!.

Depending on the measurement type, a combination of the f
lowing signals is measured:i c ~stator current!, ubc ~stator volt-
age!, uf ~field winding voltage!, and i f ~field winding current!.

The data-acquisition system consists of three main parts,viz.an
input-output ~I/O! board, a digital signal processor board from
dSPACE®@15# with a TMS320C40 processor from Texas Instru

Fig. 4 Scheme of the measurement set-up of the modified
step-response test as used for the identification of the machine
parameters of the synchronous generator „SG… of the Lagerwey
LW-50Õ750 wind turbine
Transactions of the ASME
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ments®, and a personal computer~PC! connected to the processo
board. The automated data-acquisition process is started
switching on the~mechanical! switch and subsequently triggerin
the thyristor.

B Data-Acquisition and Identification Procedure. The
modified step-response test consists of three successive mea
ments:

1. Q-measurement. Rotor positioned such that the quadra
axis is excited;

2. D-measurement. Rotor positioned such that the direct ax
excited, while the field winding is short-circuited;

3. Rf-measurement. Stepwise excitation ofuf and measuring
i f .

The D- and Q-measurements have been preceded by remag
ing the system by either a large negative or positive current
pending on the direction of the step in order to fix the init
magnetic state on the low boundary of the hysteresis loop~loca-
tion R in Fig. 3!.

It should be noted that none of the measurements incorpor
anti-aliasing filters. The Q-measurement data were collected
a sample rate of 5 kHz and have a 3.1-s measurement period.
the D- andRf-measurement data were collected with a sample
of 1 kHz and a 10.1-s measurement period. Each measureme
repeated at least three times. Example input output data of
Q-measurement is shown in Fig. 5. Notice that the measured
age appears to be a modified step instead of an exact step d
the battery’s internal voltage drop.

C Parameter Estimation Procedure. System identification
or parameter estimation deals with constructing mathema
models of dynamical systems from experimental data. The par
eter estimation procedure picks out the best model within the c
sen model structure according to the measured input and ou
sequences and some identification criterion. A common and g
Journal of Solar Energy Engineering
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eral method of estimating the parameters in system identifica
is the prediction-error method@16#. In this method, the parameter
of the model are chosen so that the difference between the mo
~predicted! output and the measured output is minimized.

C1 Black-Box Model Structures.In the system identification
approach@16#, it is assumed that thetrue system description is
given in the following form

y~k!5G0~q!u~k!1v~k! (9)

where y(k) is the ~measured! output signal,G0(q) is a proper,
rational, stable transfer function,q the shift operator,u(k) the
~measured! input signal, andv(k) the disturbance signal. The dis
turbancev(k) is modeled as a filtered sequence of zero-me
identically distributed, independent random variables~i.e., white
noisee(k))

v~k!5H0~q!e~k! (10)

The transfer functionH0(q) is restricted to be monic (H0(0)
51) and minimum phase~i.e., H0

21(q) has a stable inverse!. The
whole system specification is thus given by specifying the t
transfer functions~or filters! G0(q) andH0(q).

Analogous to the true system description given by Eq.~9!, the
model is determined by the relation

y~k,u!5G~q,u!u~k!1H~q,u!e~k! (11)

A particular model corresponds thus to the specification
G(q,u) and H(q,u). One way to parametrize the transfer fun
tions G(q,u) and H(q,u) is to represent them as rational fun
tions and let the parameters be the numerator and denomin
coefficients. These coefficients are collected in the parameter
tor u, which is to be estimated.

For single-input, single-output systems, the general linear, t
invariant, black-box model structure is given by
Fig. 5 Time-domain MSR input-output signals for estimation of transfer function Yq„s … „excita-
tion u q and response i q…
NOVEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 423
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A~q!y~k!5q2nk
B~q!

F~q!
u~k!1

C~q!

D~q!
e~k! (12)

whereA, B, C, D, andF are polynomials in the delay operato
q21

A~q!511a1q 211¯1ana
q 2na

B~q!5b01b1q 211¯1bnb
q 2nb

C~q!511c1q 211¯1cnc
q 2nc

D~q!511d1q 211¯1dnd
q 2nd

F~q!511 f 1q 211¯1 f nf
q 2nf

The numbersna , nb , nc , nd , andnf are the orders of the respec
tive polynomials. The numbernk is the pure time delay~the dead-
time! from input to output. Notice that for a sampled data syste
nk is equal to 1 if there is no dead-time.

Within the structure of Eq.~12!, all the usual linear black-box
model structures are obtained as special cases. For exampl
ARX ~Autoregressive with external input! model structure is ob-
tained fornc5nd5nf50.

C2 One-Step-Ahead Prediction Error.A model obtained by
identification can be used in many ways, depending on the
tended use of the model. For both simulation as well as con
design purposes, it is valuable to know at time (k21) what the
output of the system is likely to be at timek in order to determine
the input at time (k21). Therefore, the parameter estimateu is
usually determined so that the one-step-ahead prediction erro

e~k,u![y~k!2 ŷ~kuk21,u! k51,¯ ,N (13)
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is small for every time instant. In Eq.~13!, ŷ(kuk21,u) denotes
the one-step-ahead prediction ofy(k) given the data up to and
including time (k21) based on the parameter vectoru. Observe
that the prediction error can only be calculated a posteriori, w
measurementy(k) has become available. In Ljung@16#, it is
shown that the one-step-ahead prediction ofy(k) is given by

ŷ~kuk21,u!5H 21~q,u!G~q,u!u~k!

1@12H 21~q,u!#y~k! k51,¯ ,N (14)

Recall thatH21(0,u)51, which means that the predictor depen
only on previous output values. Substituting Eq.~14! in Eq. ~13!,
the prediction error becomes

e~k,u!5H 21~q,u!@y~k!2G~q,u!u~k!# (15)

The prediction error is thus exactly that component ofy(k) that
could not have been predicted at time instant (k21). Obviously,
in case of a consistent model estimate~i.e., if the estimated mode
G(q,u), H(q,u) is equal to the true systemG0(q), H0(q)), then
the prediction error becomes a white noise signal (e(k)5e(k)).

C3 Identification Criterion. The most simple and most fre
quently applied identification criterion is a quadratic function
e(k,u), denoted as

VN~u,ZN!5
1

N (
k51

N

e 2~k,u! (16)

whereZNª$y(1),u(1),y(2),u(2), ¯ ,y(N),z(N)%.
The estimated parameter vectorûN is now defined as the mini-

mizing element of the criterion Eq.~16!, i.e.,
Fig. 6 Left figures: measured inputs u d , u f , and u q as a function of time. Right figures: outputs
i d , i f , and i q as a function of time. Solid lines: measured data „validation data set …, and dashed-
lines: simulated data.
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ûN5arg min
u

VN~u,ZN! (17)

This criterion is known as theleast squares criterion.
For the FIR~finite impulse response:na5nc5nd5nf50) and

the ARX model structure, the one-step-ahead predictionŷ(kuk
21) is a linear function of the polynomial coefficients that co
stitute the parameter vectoru ~the so-called linear-in-the
parameters property!. A consequence of this linearity is that a lea
squares identification criterion defined on the prediction err
e(k) is a quadratic function inu. As a result, there will be an
analytical expression for the optimal parameterû that minimizes
the quadratic criterion. For all other model structures, on the o
hand, the parameter estimation involves an iterative, nume
search for the best fit.

The developed identification procedure consists of three suc
sive steps:

• Step 1: Pretreatment of data. In general, when the data hav
been collected from the identification experiment, they ha
to be pretreated to avoid problems during the parameter id
tification. The necessary pretreatment of the time-dom
data, however, is limited since the MSR test results in re
tively clean signals. This is mainly because the machine
been taken out of operation. The only pretreatment of the d
that is required is compensating for the~slight! static non-
linearity of the sensors and removal of the offset;

• Step 2: Model structure and order selection. It is trivial that a
bad model structure cannot offer a good, low order mod
regardless the amount and quality of the available data.
measured input-output data is imported intoSITB ~graphical
user interface to the System Identification Toolbox! @17#.
First, an initial model order estimate is made by estimat
1100 ARX models.
Recall that a linear regression estimate ARX is generally
Journal of Solar Energy Engineering
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most simple model to start with, particularly because of
computationally simplicity@16#. If the resulting model, how-
ever, produces an unsatisfactory simulation error and/or if
input is correlated with the residual, the model is rejected a
another model structure~or order! is selected. This continue
until the model produces a satisfactory simulation error a
results in zero cross-covariance between residual and
inputs. In that case it can be concluded that a consis
model estimate has been obtained;

• Step 3: Model validation. Model validation is highly impor-
tant when applying system identification. The parameter e
mation procedure picks out thebestmodel within the chosen
model structure. The crucial question is whether thisbest
model is good enoughfor the intended application: time
domain simulation, analysis of dynamic loads, or control d
sign purposes. To this end, the identified models should
confronted with as much information about the process
practical. Here, the outputs of the identified model are co
pared to the measured ones on a data set that was not use
the fit ~the so-calledvalidation data set!.

D Model Validation. As mentioned above, the outputs o
the identified model are compared to the measured ones fro
validation data set to~in!validate the model. The percentage of th
output variations that is reproduced by the model is chosen
measure of thegoodnessof fit. The precise definition is:

Mgo f5F 12

A (
t520.1

10

~y~ t !2ysim~ t !!2

A (
t520.1

10

uy~ t !2 ȳu2
G •100
Fig. 7 Outputs i d , i f , and i q as a function of time. Solid lines: measured data „validation data
set …, and dashed-lines: simulated data.
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with 0<Mgo f<100%,y is the measured output,ysim is the simu-
lated model output, andȳ the average value.

E Results. The q-axis transfer functionYq(s) of the elec-
tromagnetic part of the Lagerwey LW-50/750 generator has b
identified using an ARX model structure. A third order mod
turns out to be sufficient. Theq-axis parameters are derived fro
Yq(s) as outlined above.

The structure of the symmetricd-axis transfer function matrix
~i.e., common denominator! and the high signal-to-noise rati
calls for a MIMO ARX model structure. For both inputsi d andi f ,
the percentage of the variations in the fluxescd , c f that is repro-
duced by the~fourth order! model is larger than 99.5%~identifi-
cation data set!.

The aforementionedq-axis parameters andd-axis transfer func-
tion matrix, as well as the field-winding resistance, are imp
mented in the block diagram shown in Fig. 2. The resulting inp
and outputs of the model are shown in Fig. 6 for a validation d
set. Obviously, the simulated data matches the measured data
well. Observe thatuf is not equal to zero because the short-circ
is not perfect due to the slip-rings. Figure 7 shows the outp
once again, but now on a reduced time scale. The percentag
the output variations that is reproduced by the model is, in
case of the identification data set, 99.74%, 99.47%, and 99.
for i d , i f , and i q respectively. For the validation data set, t
percentage is 99.16%, 92.78%, and 99.76% fori d , i f , and i q ,
respectively.

In addition, the quality of the model is also checked by exa
ining the cross correlation function between inputs and out
residuals. In both cases, an almost zero cross-covariance ex

5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, a new procedure for identifying the transfer fu

tions of Park’sdq-axis model of a synchronous generator h
been developed. The following conclusions can be drawn.

Conclusions. A theoretical model of the electromagnetic pa
of a synchronous generator has been proposed. It has been s
that the parameters of this model can be easily identified follo
ing the developed procedure. The required input-output dat
obtained from the modified step-response test. This test is
most favorable standstill test considering equipment costs
weight, measurement time, and complexity.

The validity of the theoretical model has been verified by co
paring time-domain simulations with measurements taken fr
the Lagerwey LW-50/750 generator.

Combination of the aforementioned results leads to the c
clusion that it is possible to identify an accurate model of
electromagnetic part of the Lagerwey LW-50/750 generator
the basis of modified step-response data. Ultimate validat
426 Õ Vol. 124, NOVEMBER 2002
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however, will follow after the implementation of the designe
frequency converter controller in the Lagerwey LW-50/750 wi
turbine.

Future Work. The validated model will be used to develop
new, robust frequency converter controller for high dynamic p
formance of the Lagerwey LW-50/750 wind turbine direct-dri
synchronous generator.
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